Political Power
IBRG Effort Makes a Difference
By Tom Schuman

W

ith members of the Indiana House of Representatives
facing re-election every two years, sometimes it appears
one campaign is barely complete before the next one
begins.
While the legislator/candidate is forced, at times,
to divide his or her attention between the two roles,
others are focused solely on the latter. While campaign
staff can concentrate its efforts on one race, a number
of political players must look at the bigger picture.
That’s the role for Michael Davis, director of the chamber’s political action committee – Indiana
Business for Responsive Government. Candidate recruitment, fund-raising, consulting, polling results
and media buys are only a few of the activities that keep Davis busy year-round.
As Election Day nears, of course, the already rapid pace often ascends into a frenzy. Work days
of 18 hours or even longer are not uncommon. Many days, many events make up a campaign.
BizVoice followed Davis for just one day to get a glimpse of his work on behalf of IBRG and the
Indiana business community.
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The Chamber manages the
campaign efforts for Jim
Atterholt and Steven Heim.
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It’s 19 days before D-Day. D as in determining control of the Indiana House. Democrats have
maintained a 53-47 advantage the last four years. The goal of IBRG is to establish a pro-business
majority in that chamber of the General Assembly.
9:30 a.m. – When we catch up with Davis, he is already 3½ hours into his day. Among the
early highlights (from his home office):
• Completing a radio script that will be recorded later that day. It is the third spot for incumbent
Jim Atterholt, defending his seat against Democrat David Orentlicher in a dramatically revised
House District 86. The race would become the most expensive Indiana House contest ever, and
one eventually filled with controversy
• Reviewing polling results and double checking the budget for the Atterholt race and others
IBRG is supporting financially
• Checking Associated Press and local newspaper headlines for the latest political developments
• Telephone conversations with Mike Gentry, political director of the House Republican
Campaign Committee (HRCC), and Atterholt, the latter to discuss the script for the radio ad
• On the way to the office, Davis talks with Julia Surber, IBRG manager of political affairs.
Surber’s home-away-from-home is north central Indiana, where she is running the day-to-day
campaign of Steven Heim, seeking the open seat in House District 17
• In-office tasks, among others, include updating Chamber President
Kevin Brinegar on the latest news and talking with Mark Lawrance,
Chamber vice president of corporate development, about ways
the business community can share information with its employees
and encourage them to vote
9:48 a.m. – On the road to the studio to record the radio spot.
Time for three more calls – including a message left for House
member Jerry Torr, whose previous district includes portions of
Hamilton County that are now in play in the Atterholt race.
Although IBRG efforts are limited to the state level, Davis
acknowledges the importance of the U.S. House District 7 race
between incumbent Julia Carson and challenger Brose McVey.
Carson’s proven get-out-the-vote prowess could have a positive
impact for Orentlicher.
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confirms details about the television ad and when future
spots are scheduled in additional races.
1:45 – Torr returns the earlier call, offering his support
for Atterholt in a letter to his current constituents. IBRG
worked closely with Torr during his initial House campaigns
(including Davis running a competitive 1998 race against
Nancy Irsay) and he has proved to be a strong business
advocate during his tenure.

Strategy session
2 p.m. – A conference call on the Heim race – featuring
the candidate, Davis, Surber, Gentry of the HRCC and Steve
Grubbs, HRCC consultant and pollster. Heim trails by six
percentage points in the latest poll, twice the margin of a
poll taken in late August.
The next 30 minutes are spent discussing advertising
possibilities, upcoming joint appearances, differentiating
Heim from his opponent, Ralph Winters, and mapping out
key dates and potential actions over the next several weeks.
Phone calls, paperwork and spreadsheets are all part of a busy day.
Davis explains that much can still change, as the
majority of undecided voters will not make a decision until the
On the road
last eight days prior to the election. The consensus: Heim may
10 a.m. – Quick conversations with both Surber and Heim,
be down, but he’s certainly not out.
focusing on the candidate’s campaign finance report that must
2:33 p.m. – Follow-up calls to Gentry (to update each other
be filed by the next day.
on other close races), Surber (budget issues and newspaper
10:05 a.m. – The 60-second script features a mother looking
advertisements) and Heim (who vows not to run a negative
out for her young daughter, wanting only the best for her in
campaign).
safety, education and job opportunities. The initial voice talent
3:22 p.m. – Davis confers for the third time on the day with
delivers more of a “grandmother” feel – effective but not quite
Pam Ritter, the finance director for HRCC. IBRG checks for
right for this radio spot. A new voice is located and in studio
$30,000 that day will go toward TV and direct mail expenses
less than 30 minutes later.
for five different candidates.
Six takes later, with careful editing to meet time constraints,
Between the seemingly never-ending run of phone calls,
the commercial is complete and ready for air within a few days.
Davis takes time to update spreadsheets with the latest financial
Davis explains that it is one of five radio ads planned for the
and budget numbers. Winning is the goal, but it must be
campaign, which also includes 20 direct mail pieces to targeted
accomplished within the financial resources available.
audiences. More than 100,000 pieces of mail are scheduled to
4:15 p.m. – A meeting in Brinegar’s office to update the
drop prior to the election.
Chamber president on the polling results. The news is not
Noon – The next hour includes another round of checking
particularly encouraging, but
phone messages and making
Davis and House District 86 candidate Jim Atterholt.
as with the Heim race, a
new calls. Sandwiched in the
number of the competitive
middle, no pun intended, is
contests remain too close to
lunch at his desk from Subway.
call and a pro-business
1:05 p.m. – Davis tracks
majority is within reach.
down Atterholt and his wife
Brenda, who are out campaigning
Additional duties
door-to-door, and plays the
5:15 p.m. – A final 30
completed radio spot for them.
minutes in the office that day
They also discuss the television
includes:
commercial that began airing
• Consideration of a fax from
earlier that day, and the positive
the U.S. Chamber committee
feedback that has been
on which Davis serves seeking
received already.
endorsement recommendations
1:25 p.m. – Another
in several national races
telephone conversation with
• A discussion with an
Surber, discussing campaign
Atterholt staff member,
strategy in the Heim race. A
assessing preparations for
separate call to a media buyer
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Davis works in the production
studio on finalizing the script
for a radio advertisement.

that night’s candidate forum at the Jewish Community
Center, as well as focusing on upcoming get-out-the-vote
and Election Day efforts
• Another call to Atterholt. They discuss the opening
statement for the forum and the format for the
remainder of the event
5:45 p.m. – Time for a drive home and a quick
meal with Davis’ wife and daughter. Not nearly
enough time, but all are grateful for the opportunity
to be together. In prior election years, Holly Davis
was also active in political campaigns, with husband
and wife often meeting up on the roads of northern
Indiana.
7:15 p.m. – The role for Davis at the candidate
forum is straightforward – be there to offer support.
Atterholt and his opponent share the stage with
unopposed incumbents Torr and Greg Porter, but they
are the featured attraction of the legislative portion
of the event.
Davis stays throughout. He talks with
Atterholt afterward, the topics including the
campaign finance report due the next day and
additional campaign plans.
9:45 p.m. – It’s home, but the work is not
quite complete. A few final phone calls and some
editing work on an upcoming direct mail piece
occupy the final few hours of the day.
Finally, it’s time for a few hours rest. After all,
another day – and 17 more like it – will follow.

Postscript
For a short time election night and in the
early hours of the next morning, IBRG and the
Indiana business community appeared to enjoy a
Chamber President Kevin Brinegar and Davis plan
complete victory. The Democrat majority in the
campaign strategy.
House was trimmed to 50-49 with Atterholt
reportedly winning by 28 votes out of nearly 20,000 cast. Based on the Republican victory in
the secretary of state’s race, the GOP would have gained House control with a 50-50 split.
Final vote tabulations, however, gave Orentlicher a 36-vote advantage. The next two days
were spent recounting and confirming those votes, with an official recount completed more than
a month later with a 37-vote difference in favor of Orentlicher.
Heim came back with an impressive victory, earning 58% of the vote. IBRG also assisted in
the efforts of two small business owners
who defeated incumbents with poor
pro-business voting records. In the
end, a most successful campaign effort.
Hard work does have its rewards.
INFORMATION LINK

Resources: To learn more about
IBRG, visit www.indianachamber.com/
IBRGsection.asp
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